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INTRODUCTION 

A. Witness Identification 

Please state yonr name. 

My name is Kathryn M. Houtsma. 

Docket No. 11-0721 Rehearing 
CornEd Ex. 32.0 

Are you the same Kathryn Houtsma who gave testimony in this docket prior to 

rehearing being granted? 

Yes. My prior testimony includes CornEd Exhibits ("Exs.") 2.0, 12.0, and 21.0 and the 

attachments thereto, plus testimony at the evidentiary hearing. 

B. Subject of Testimony 

What subjects does your direct testimony on rehearing address? 

I address the nature of the delayed cost recovery inherent in the annually reconciled 

formula rate process adopted by the Energy Infrastructure Modernization Act ("EIMA") 1 

and explain why CornEd's Weighted Average Cost of Capital ("WACC") is the only 

appropriate interest rate to use in reconciliation adjustments to compensate for the time 

value of money. Use of the WACC is fair to CornEd and to customers, and is necessary 

if the rate process is to produce adjusted rates that accurately reflect CornEd's actual 

reasonable and prudent costs of service. 

J Illinois Public Act ("PA") 097-0616, as amended and supplemented by PA 097-0646. 
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INTEREST ON THE RECONCILIATION ADJUSTMENT 

A. Nature of the Reconciliation Adjustment 

What is the reconciliation adjustment in the context of the formula rate mechanism 

created under EIMA? 

The ErMA formula rate includes a reconciliation that compares the actual revenue 

requirement based on actual costs for a given calendar year (the "rate year") with the 

revenue requirement that was reflected in the charges in effect during that same calendar 

year. The reconciliation adjustment represents the amount by which a revenue 

requirement based on CornEd's actual prudent and reasonable costs in the rate year 

differs from the revenue requirement that was used to calculate the charges in effect 

during that rate year. (If more than one set of rates was in effect during the rate year, as 

occurs in the first two years, then a weighted average of the rate-setting revenue 

requirements is compared.) Where a positive adjustment occurs, it is part of CornEd's 

reasonable and prudent cost of providing delivery services to its Illinois retail customers, 

just as is any other portion of the revenue requirement. A negative adjustment would 

correspondingly reflect a rate-setting revenue requirement above the actual cost level. 

What gives rise to a reconciliation adjustment? 

As Dr. Hemphill explains in his direct testimony on rehearing (CornEd Ex. 30.0), a 

significant lag between cost incurrence and cost recovery is inherent every year in the 

annual formula rate process. The lag results, primarily, from the fact that the revenue 

requirement used to set charges for a rate year (for example, 2015) is based on actual data 

from two years earlier (in this example, 2013), adjusted to include a projection of capital 
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additions and depreciation for the year before the rate year (in this example, 2014). Even 

if that projection were perfect in every year when viewed with hindsight, capital 

investments would retain a one year lag in cost recovery at this stage, because the rates 

do not include the capital additions of the rate year (2015), while operating expenses 

retain a two-year lag. In an environment like that under the EIMA, where CornEd is 

required to make billions of dollars of ongoing incremental investment, this lag - be it 

two years or one - will certainly create the need for a reconciliation adjustment, and once 

the spending on EIMA ramps up (all other things being equal) will make it a positive 

adjustment, i.e., the rate-setting revenue requirement in effect during the rate year will 

fall short of CornEd's true prudent and reasonable costs in the rate year. The retroactive 

recovery of these costs through the reconciliation process (i.e., the revenue requirement 

including the 2015 capital additions and O&M expenses), after they have been reviewed 

and deemed to be prudent and reasonable by the Commission, is an essential part of the 

EIMA provision for full recovery of actual costs. 

Second, projections are never perfect. Projected capital additions for the year 

preceding the rate year will almost always turn out to vary from actual capital additions 

for the year preceding the rate year, and this also may contribute to the lag. 

Is the reconciliation adjustment limited to specific assets or costs? 

No. The reconciliation adjustment involves comparison of the entire actual rate year 

revenue requirement to the entire revenue requirement reflected in rates in effect during 

that year, as is reflected in my preceding answer. Thus, although rate year capital 
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additions are expected to be a significant driver, the reconciliation adjustment involves 

every cost component ofthe entire revenue requirement. 

Is there any fnrther lag that is relevant besides the lag dnring the rate year? 

Yes. Because the actual rate year costs cannot be known until after the close of the given 

rate year, the portion of CornEd's actual revenue requirement represented by the 

reconciliation adjustment is necessarily collected on a retroactive basis, after the rate 

year, and this creates an additional lag. Under the EIMA, and to be specific, once the rate 

year has ended, the process of determining the reconciliation adjustment occurs in an 

eight month proceeding starting in May in the following year. The resulting 

reconciliation adjustment cannot be and is not collected or refunded until still a year later, 

which is two years after the rate year. In other words, any difference that is set to be 

collected (or refunded) as a result of the reconciliation will be charged or credited over 

the course ofthe second year following the rate year at issue, and the recovery (or refund) 

occurs over the entire 12 month course of that entire recovery (refund) year. This pattern 

repeats itself and each time necessarily creates a two year lag before the process of 

adjusting the rate-setting revenue requirement to reflect the actual rate year costs can be 

realized through application of the reconciliation adjustment. In sum, actual costs not 

recovered in the rate year are not recovered until at least two years after they have been 

incurred. 

As an example, we might consider how new plant investment made in January 

2015 is treated. 
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• Rates initially in effect in 2015 will reflect 2013 actual costs plus a 

projection of 2014 plant additions and depreciation, such that the January 

2015 investment will not be reflected in 2015 rates. 

• That January 2015 investment and other 2015 plant investments will not 

begin to be recovered unti12016. 

• Rates in effect in 2016 will reflect 2014 actual costs, plus projected 2015 

plant additions and depreciation. 

• So (assuming that the projection of2015 plant investments is in line with 

the actual costs), although the 2016 rates will reflect the cost of 2015 

additions, those rates will not retroactively recover the costs of the 2015 

depreciation and capital costs of those investments. 

• The retroactive reconciliation adjustment to recover the 2015 depreciation 

and capital costs of those 2015 additions will not begin to be recovered 

until January 2017, two years after the costs were incurred. 

Similarly, if 2015 operating expenses are higher than 2013 operating expenses, 

the difference between 2015 operating expenses and the 2013 operating expenses level 

that is reflected in the rates in effect in 2015 will not be recovered until 2017, and then it 

will be recovered spread over the 12 months of2017. 

This multi-year process, and the steps and lags inherent in it, are depicted on 

CornEd Ex. 32.1. This graphic, an expanded version of CornEd Ex. 30.1, describes the 

revenues collected in the rate year and the years thereafter, illustrating both the lags 

involved in deriving the initial rate year charges (reflected in the green arrows) and the 
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further lag that precedes the collection of any related reconciliation adjustment (reflected 

in the red arrow). See also Dr. Hemphill's direct testimony on rehearing and its attached 

CornEd Ex. 30.1. 

B. The Need for a Cost-Based Interest Rate 

What is the significance of the interest rate applicable in the context of the formula 

rate revenue requirement and, specifically, its reconciliation? 

The overall purpose of the formula rate process is to allow the utility the opportunity to 

collect the revenue requirement for any given year based on actual reasonable and 

prudent costs of providing service for that year. However, if CornEd's actual revenue 

requirement differs from the revenue requirement used to set the charges in any rate year, 

the difference is collected (or refunded) over the course of the second year following the 

rate year at issue, as I noted above (2017 versus 2015, in the example above). Collecting 

monies two years or more after the underlying investment was made is not the same as 

collecting them at the time when costs are incurred. Interest paid to either the customers 

or the utility is how the formula compensates for that time value of money. For the 

objectives of EIMA to be achieved, the appropriate interest rate must be used. 

Otherwise, it does not serve its function. 

C. The Only Cost-Based Interest Rate is the WACC 

What interest rate appropriately compensates for the time value of money? 

The only interest rate that serves that function is the utility'S Weighted Average Cost of 

Capital (W ACC). Any other interest rate will necessarily result in the total revenue 

requirement related to rate year costs (the original rate-setting revenue requirement plus 
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any reconciliation adjustment attributable to that year) being valued at a different amount 

than the actual prudent and reasonable revenue requirement for the utility during the rate 

year, when you take into account the time value of money. Only by using the utility's 

WACC will the amount it ultimately collects be the financial equivalent (putting aside 

un-reconciled risks like changes in billing determinants) of having the actual revenue 

requirement reflected in rates in effect during the rate year. The use of any other rate will 

fail to adequately compensate CornEd in the event of an under-recovery. To provide for 

symmetrical treatment to be fair to customers, CornEd believes the interest rate should be 

the same in the event of an over-recovery. 

See also the direct testimony on rehearing of Mr. Trpik (CornEd Ex. 31.0) and 

Mr. Hadaway (CornEd Ex. 33.0). 

Is there any other reason the W ACC is the only appropriate interest rate? 

Yes, it is consistent with how customer advances and deposits are treated. While the 

Commission sets a customer deposit rate each year (currently zero), that rate represents 

what CornEd credits any individual customer who provides a deposit. However, at the 

same time, CornEd customers in the aggregate benefit from the fact that those deposit 

funds are available to CornEd. Because those funds are treated as a source of capital to 

CornEd (just as are, presumably, charges calculated under a revenue requirement subject 

to a later negative adjustment), the Commission has historically deducted those funds 

from rate base, giving customers a credit for the time value of money in the full amount 

of CornEd's WACC. For example, the rate base approved in the May 29, 2012 Order in 

this Docket (see Appendix A, page 5, col d, lines 21 and 22) is reduced by a total of $178 
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million for customer deposits and advances. There is no basis for the opposite treatment 

here, where CornEd has, in essence, loaned money to customers as a whole. Indeed, if 

the Commission were to simply view a positive reconciliation balance as an offset to the 

amount of customer deposit funds CornEd holds, that would also result in CornEd 

recovering its W ACC. In sum, the Commission has been clear that advances of funds 

between customers as a whole and CornEd are to be compensated at W ACC. There is no 

basis for taking an inconsistent approach here. 

OTHER INTEREST RATES ARE NOT COST-BASED 

Does the 3.42% weighted average debt cost approved by the Commission in its 

Order dated May 29, 2012 (the "May 29 Order") in this Docket adequately cover or 

accurately measure the costs of financing this delay? 

No, it does not, and for more than one reason. First, the 3.42% figure is described as 

CornEd's average cost of debt. That is not its cost of financing, which is its W ACC (and 

was determined by the Commission to be 8.16% for 20 I 0), as is reflected in my 

testimony above. 

Second, and independently, the Order's calculation contains a serious 

mathematical flaw. As a result of that error, as Mr. Trpik testifies, the Order's 3.42% 

figure understates CornEd's weighted average costs of debt by nearly 300 basis points.2 

2 As described by Mr. Trpik, the 3.42% rate does not represent an average debt return because the 
calculation assumes that the equity financing is also used (in the same ratio as in CornEd's overall capital 
structure), but has no cost. An "average debt return" would assume that only debt financing is used. If the 
Commission determines that a debt based rate should be utilized, then the charges should be calculated in 
the relative proportion of short term and long term debt to the total amount of debt outstanding. 
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Why is it improper to assume CornEd finances the reconciliation adjustment with 

only debt? 

First and foremost, the assumption is improper because it is not correct. CornEd does not 

finance the cost recovery deficit that occurs during a rate year and continues until full 

recovery of reconciliation adjustments by debt alone. Such a deficit is financed 

identically to total capitalization, i.e., the weighted average cost of capital. 

Moreover, artificially assuming that the interest rate could be based solely on debt 

would unavoidably have the effect of increasing the proportion of debt that is used to 

finance that actual revenue requirement because all of the actual debt outstanding is 

already fully accounted for in the capital structure. Making that assumption is, by 

definition, changing the capital structure on which CornEd's rates are ultimately based, 

without regard to whether CornEd's actual capital structure (on which its WACC is 

based) is reasonable or prudent. 

Third, an assumption inherent in the original Order, i.e., that the costs associated 

with the delay could theoretically be financed distinctly and separately from the 

remainder of CornEd's capital requirements, misconceives the financial reality. Cash is 

fungible and, as explained by Mr. Trpik, CornEd does not finance individual projects or 

assets, nor is it feasible to finance the costs associated with the delay on a stand-alone 

basis. Compensating a utility for such delays inherent in ratemaking is the exact purpose 

of the WACC. 

How does the Commission's approval, in certain tracking riders, of interest rates 

different from W ACC relate to this point? 
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It does not. Those riders deal with separate classes of assets and expenses that can be 

"carved out" as distinct from CornEd's overall revenue requirement. The reconciliation 

adjustment was not intended to and cannot function in this fashion. As I stated earlier, 

the adjustment is not focused on or limited to particular assets or costs. The adjustment, 

instead, is the result of a mathematical calculation that defines the overall level by which 

the revenue requirement that was used to set charges in effect during the rate year differs 

from the actual revenue requirement of the rate year. All of the cost components in the 

revenue requirement, i.e., the entire rate base and all operating expenses, are reconciled. 

There is no basis to distinguish the reconciliation adjustment from CornEd's revenue 

requirement as a whole, other than that the reconciliation adjustment reflecting the 

difference between the rate-setting revenue requirement and the actual rate year revenue 

requirement goes into effect some two years later. Finally, unlike rider proceedings 

where the Commission may need to make an assumption as to how the costs at issue may 

be financed in the future, this proceeding also reviews and establishes CornEd's overall 

capital structure. Because actual financings and capital structure are reviewed each year 

(and required to be the basis for rate setting) there is no need to speculate as to what type 

of financing may be required in the future. It is illogical to on the one hand approve an 

overall capital structure considering all of CornEd's capital sources to finance overall rate 

base, and then in the same proceeding alter that capital structure by assuming that some 

portion of that same debt is simultaneously used to finance the reconciliation. 

How does the interest rate issue relate to the use of average or year-end rate base for 

reconciliation? 
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The asset balance that is used (average vs. end of year balance) and the interest rate that 

is applied (WACC vs. hybrid debt rate or some other rate) together are integral to the 

determination of the actual reconciliation revenue requirement and reconciliation 

adjustment. They are two sides of a coin in a manner of speaking. One is the amount of 

assets eligible for recovery while the interest rate determines how the utility or customers 

are paid for the time delay inherent in the reconciliation process. The end of year asset 

balance and W ACC should be taken together to conduct the reconciliation and calculate 

the reconciliation adjustment. A deviation from that approach, as the May 29 Order 

requires, significantly reduces the amount that will be recovered due to the reconciliation. 

In isolation, either deviation can result in less than full cost recovery, and certainly 

together the requirement to utilize the average rate base balance and an interest rate 

below the W ACC rate are at odds with the formula rate structure established under the 

EIMA. 

In other words, the reconciliation process and adjustment should properly result in 

the financial equivalent of "real time" recovery of costs in the rate year based on 

CornEd's actual reasonable and prudent costs in the rate year, because otherwise they do 

not reflect the time value of money. 

Moreover, although the May 29 Order revised the formula rate calculation to 

utilize an average rate base in reconciliations, it did not consider that the formula interest 

calculation on Schedule FR A -4 as it stands only provides in effect one-half year's 

interest for the rate year, which was done to address the fact that rate base and hence the 

revenue requirement grows over the course of the year. That one-half year's interest 

assumption is only appropriate if it is applied to a reconciliation revenue requirement 
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based on a year-end rate base, and in essence, improperly "double counts" with the 

average rate base method impact if the interest rate is applied to a revenue requirement 

that is based upon an average rate base method instead of a year-end method. The double 

count occurs because the fact that plant investments occur during the year is being 

reflected, redundantly, in two different ways, i.e., by giving only a half year's interest, 

and calculating that interest only on half of the plant investments amount. 

Does this complete your direct testimony on rehearing? 

Yes. 
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